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An introduction to BCA 2010 house energy efficiency requirements and 6 stars

The methods of reporting energy efficiency as per Building Code of Australia (BCA) 2009, namely the
Deemed-To-Satisfy method or Software Calculated method has changed in BCA 2010.

To bring the two methods of reporting into alignment, BCA 2010 has shifted the Software Calculated
method into the Deemed-To-Satisfy method under Option 1. The same software reporting is required, but
with a minimum of 6 stars, plus some additional requirements such as thermal breaks (for certain steel
framing), some building sealing aspects, insulation to comply with AS 4859.1 and be certified insulation#.
Option 2 is like the BCA 2009 Deemed-To-Satisfy method, in that all the prescribed and project-relevant
provisions need to be met.

In addition to both Options, compliance with the Energy Efficiency of Services (BCA 3.12.5) including hot
water, insulation of heating /cooling ductwork/piping, new artificial lighting legislation and pool/spa
heating/pumping is required.

Given it is unlikely the expression Option 1 and Option 2 will catch on, I suggest referring to Australian
Building Codes Board (ABCB) “Commentary on Proposed Energy Efficiency Amendments BCA 2010 Vol
Two” where they use Star Rating method instead of Option 1 and Prescriptive method instead of Option
2.

The same document includes this quote “The challenge is to get as many house designs to 6 star using
the prescriptive approach. From past experience one would expect a spread of at least plus or minus one
star with different house designs”. There are implications when using the Prescriptive method i.e calling a
house or an addition “6 star” could lead to a claim of misleading advertising (or misrepresentation) as it
might only be 5 star.

Total (heating plus cooling) energy use in MJ/m2 for each star rating



#
The BCA 2010 legislation also requires that where gaps in insulation (at exhaust fans and downlights) occur, extra

insulation thickness (R-value) be provided. FirstRate 5 software already included ceiling insulation penetrations by
downlights and exhaust fans (per room) so I am not sure why compensation for the lack of insulation must also be
in accordance with the Prescriptive method.

Choosing the appropriate method for a particular house or an addition

The Star Rating method gives you the rating (6.5 or 8.2 stars etc) plus other heating and cooling energy
use information. The Prescriptive method doesn’t give you this as it is a pass/fail method.

The Star Rating method is a very useful marketing tool and provides positive reinforcement to your client.
I am of the view this method will increase in popularity, and prefer to use the Star Rating method for our
clients projects due the previously mentioned - “plus or minus one star accuracy” of the Prescriptive
method.

Climate Zones
The Prescriptive method has a choice of three Climate Zones within South Australia and maps are
referred to when determining the correct Zone (3, 4, or 5) for a site.

The Star Rating method has seven Climate Zones for this State. It uses the site’s postcode to determine
the relevant Climate Zone.

Don’t assume that all locations within a Zone 3, 4 or 5 of the Prescriptive method will align with the same
Zone in the Star Rating method. To assist you we have placed on the internet the postcodes,
suburb/towns and their Climate Zone. See www.house-star-rating.com.au/climatezone.pdf

Insulation
To calculate (or gain concessions for) ceiling/roof insulation R value using the Prescriptive method you
would need to know the roof colour (Solar Absorptance value) and quantities of downlights. Until now
these were often not known at the time of lodging for Building Rules Consent. For steel roofing Solar
Absorptance figures for each of the Colorbond colours go to www.colorbond.com , search for [BCA (solar
absorptance)].

Prescriptive method ceiling/roof/wall/floor insulation levels have increased and cannot be easily simplified
in this newsletter. We have made a limited attempt in the table below:

Climate Zone 4 Climate Zone 5 Climate Zone 6
Roofs
BCA 2009 Total
R

#
R3.5 R3.2 R3.7

BCA 2010 Total
R

R4.1 to R5.1 depending on roof colour (Solar absorptance)

Walls e.g.
framed.
BCA 2009 Total
R

R2.2 R1.9 R2.2

BCA 2010 Total
R

R2.8 but a concession to R2.4 is allowed if shading complies with a 15
degree (off vertical) shadow line down to floor level.

R2.8

Ground floor e.g.
framed.
BCA 2009 Total
R

R2.0 if unenclosed
(R1.0 if enclosed)

n/a R2.0 if
unenclosed
(R1.0 if
enclosed)

BCA 2010 Total
R

R2.25 if unenclosed R1.0 if unenclosed R2.25 if
unenclosed

If enclosed then consult Table 3.12.1.5 as the floor
Total R –Value varies with the enclosing wall type.

# Total R – includes the construction materials etc and therefore these are deducted from the Total R to arrive at the
required insulating material R-Value. E.g. deduct R0.56 for brick veneer wall construction.



In the Star Rating method you would start off with your standard level of wall/roof/floor insulation, see
what result it achieves, and then adjust it upwards if necessary. The software input separately includes
the shading from eaves/canopies/awnings/verges/verandahs.

External Glazing
The changes to the Prescriptive method external glazing are significant and will be more orientation-
dependent. We believe it will take more time to fine tune cost-effective windows and it’s unlikely that
satisfactory results for aluminium windows will be obtained without having in hand the window
manufacturer’s Window Energy Rating Scheme (WERS) data.

The Star Rating method uses window U-value and Solar Heat Gain Coefficient (SHGC) in its calculations.
Window manufacturer’s data is available from the WERS website and is therefore accurate and relevant.
If the specific product is not in our software selection list then we substitute next-nearest window
performance figures.

Regardless of the method, the drafting practice of noting “aluminium windows” on plans (without
manufacturer’s name) we believe will cease. The Prescriptive method requires “worst case” windows be
used and the Star Rating method requires Generic windows be used where the manufacturer’s data is
not known. The resulting lower energy efficiency score is becoming a regular difficulty in achieving
compliance.

For best results providing the manufacturer’s name, the relevant frame description (that also relates to a
WERS data sheet) saves us time (and you money). For further information visit www.wers.net and then
click on Residential and then on Certified Products.

We recently checked the ABCB’s website and they have a new BCA 2010 window energy efficiency
calculator available. You can go to www.abcb.gov.au and type in their search box [glazing calculator] and
follow the links. You could use it as a design tool or as preliminary check before submitting plans to us for
a star rating. We often find any pre-sorting of window performance will save in reporting and approval
time.

Who can help me with the calculations and energy efficiency approval?

We have seen many poor examples of the Prescriptive method (for glazing calculations) or the 5 Star
software calculated method being submitted for approval, and we have seen some good examples too.

A report that is not compiled by an experienced person can leave the architect/builder exposed to legal
action when an owner is unhappy with poor summer/winter thermal performance and higher than
expected energy costs. A builder or architect could have a trained person on staff and achieve
meaningful results for either method or you can use the services of an independent House Energy Rating
Assessor (HERA). The benefit of using and independent HERA is that a Star Rating report is undertaken
from the plans and specifications and approved at the same time.

If the architect or builder submits a report prepared in-house it will still need to be checked and approved
by and independent HERA, Private Certifier or Council Building Surveyor. This raises the question, ‘If
plans are submitted to them for approval with a builder’s/designer’s own Star Rating report and the
Council Surveyor or Private Certifier checks it against the Prescriptive method, is it really a six/seven star
house?’ Few Council Building Surveyors or Private Certifiers are trained as building thermal performance
assessors, and less are registered and have the software, therefore, HERA’s are worthwhile considering.

Some questions to ask a HERA:
 Have you completed the building thermal performance theory modules or only software training

modules?
 Do you have a good understanding of passive solar design? (it contributes to improved scores)
 Can you work via email with CAD/PDF files? (if that is important to you)
 Do you have Professional Indemnity Insurance for this work?
 Can you offer more than just a basic report? (advice and/or more helpful report information).

We can answer Yes to all of the above points!!



As long as it is not design advice, the experienced HERA can give meaningful feedback regarding energy
performance issues during the assessment process.

The Department of Local Government, Planning SA website maintains a current Register of assessors at
the website www.planning.sa.gov.au put [HERA Register] in the search box.

Properly used, the Star Rating method has the ability to avoid common thermal performance errors by:
 not over-specifying ceiling, floor or wall insulation
 not under-specifying the window’s energy efficiency
 looking at other energy efficiency options
 determining cost-effective solutions.

Breaking News
We believe the house energy efficiency aspects of BCA 2010 will have a delayed start and be Gazetted
as having an implementation date later this year on 1 September 2010.

Try our energy efficiency report and approval service and you will receive:
 excellent value and detailed reporting and approval of the energy efficiency requirements
 a thorough assessment of how the upcoming BCA 2010 energy efficiency and 6 star legislation

will affect your projects or design style
 a written quotation on request (send us your pdf or dwg drawings)
 a turn-around time of typically one to two weeks
 trial computer runs of scenarios/options
 benefits and value for you and your clients all in one report
 multiple orientation reports (up to eight directions) for pre-designed homes
 a paperless, via email reporting and approval option
 access to our advanced reporting options to further assist you (see below)

About the Author
Allan Johanson is a member of AIBS, BDA, HIA and ATA, is a Registered House Energy Rating Assessor (HE059)
and operates an Adelaide based (Hope Valley), energy efficiency assessment and approval service via the website
www.house-star-rating.com.au

This newsletter is of a general and informative nature and is the opinion of the author; it should therefore not be
used for specific cases (as design, detail and site circumstances vary considerably). Always refer back to the
original legislation or contact us on:
B: (08) 8396 1381 or email: aeja@ozemail.com.au or fax: (08) 8460 1268.

Going paperless to avoid unnecessary printing? This newsletter is designed for on-screen reading (the underlined
blue links are clickable).


